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國立嘉義高中100學年度高瞻計畫班複選測驗-英文科試題
說明: 所有題目請一律在所提供的答案卷上作答。
第 I、II、III、V大題， 題目均為四選一的選擇題，請選出一個最適合的答案。

II. Grammar 10%

I. Words and Phrases 10%

11. Passengers are asked to keep their seatbelts ______ during the flight.

1. During the dry season, when rainfall is scarce, people may not have ______ water supplies.
(A) technical (B) industrial (C) positive

(A) fastening (B) fastened

(D) sufficient

12. To win the general election, the XYZ Party has collected _____ information of its

2. With the threat of rising sea levels, people living on low-lying islands feel that decreasing

opponent Party.

the effects of global warming is a matter of great ______.
(A) urgency

(B) vacancy

(A) a large number of

(C) diplomacy (D) privacy

(A) bump

(A) prominent (B) punctual (C) previous (D) precise

(A) that I realized

(C) magnetism (D) potential

(D) divergent

(B) Mary had the gifts wrap beautifully.
(C) I found the door locked and my keys missed.

(C) situation

(D) satellite

(D) He came out of the restaurant and found his car towed away.

8. For a man of 60, John looks ______ young and healthy. His secret is exercising every day.

17. It’s foolish ______ Jane to believe that money grows on trees.

(A) conversely (B) dimensionally (C) gratefully (D) relatively

(A) of

9. American football is popular in U.S., but it never really ______ in Taiwan.
(B) lets on

(C) catches on

(B) think of (C) put out

(B) on

(C) for

(D) in

18. It’s everybody’s business to keep rivers from _____ by garbage.

(D) opens up

(A. polluting B. polluted C. being polluted D. been polluted )

10. Most people in the country ______ him as the worst President they have ever had.
(A) look up

(D) did I realize

(A) My dad usually has his car washing once a week.

7. The moon is the only ______ of the earth.

(A) takes off

(B) when I realized (C) so I realized

16. Choose the correct sentence.

6. The two political parties have ______ opinions on the issue.

(B) solution

(D) bumped

(A) Three-quarter (B) One-fifth (C) one and two-thirds (D) seven-tens

(A) deterring (B) distorting (C) retrieving (D) renovating

(A) settler

(C) have bumped

15. ______ of all the students in this school are from Asia.

5. I consider capital punishment effective in ______ people from committing serious crimes.

(B) distracted (C) deliberate

(B) was bumping

14. Not until I took the exam _____ how little I had learned.

4. He is a man of great ______. Young and old, male and female, all are attracted to him.

(A) digital

(D) quite a few

day.

activities.

(B) pride

(B) the number of (C) a great amount of

13. I _____ into Miss Chen, one of my high school teachers, at the railroad station the other

3. All the students are required to be ______ when they attend classes or join in other

(A) jealousy

(C) fasten(D) being fastened

19. ______ seeing the boy fall off his bike, Miss Lin hurried to see whether he was hurt.

(D) let on

(A) On

(B) From (C) At

(D) Beyond

20. If we are to reduce air pollution, some useful measures _____.
(A) must take
1

(B) have to take (C) must be taken

(D) must be taking
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III. Cloze Test 44 %

28.(A) hit

(B) beat

(C) knock

(D) punch

29.(A) on

(B) to

(C) at

(D) in

30.(A) very

(B) less

(C) much

(D) more

31.(A) near and far

(B) here and there

(C) ups and downs (D) far and wide

32.(A) on

(B) with

(C) to

(D) at

Out of expectation, the two patients with totally different personalities chatted for hours every

33.(A) definitely

(B) possibly

(C) hardly

(D) nearly

day. In fact, it was because of their limitation to their bed

34.(A) advisable

(B) respectable

(C) reliable

(D) recognizable

[A]

John and Robert were two patients who shared a hospital room. John,

was next to the window, would sit up in his bed when the nurse came to
from his lungs. Robert, however, was once
could do was

(24)

(23)

(21)

(22)

bed

the water

being in the critical moment. All he

on his back, feeling the pain in his chest

(25)

(26)

his face twisted.

they developed such

intimate friendship.

[C]

A job that requires the employee to stand up does not seem

(35)

a satisfactory

21.(A) where

(B) who

(C) whose

(D) what

one. If you work as a restaurant waiter or a flight attendant, you need to stand all day long and

22.(A) instill

(B) drain

(C) cleanse

(D) maintain

you may feel tiresome and exhausted.

23.(A) thought of

(B) viewed

(C) believed

(D) regarded as

feel more comfortable and easy. Does it mean that sitting is always better than standing? The

24.(A) lie flat

(B) lie flatly

(C) lying flat

(D) lying flatly

following information may

25.(A) for

(B) when

(C) as

(D) with

26.(A) even when

(B) that

(C) where

(D) so that

[B]

If you’re a wimpy kid, you know that life can be

(27)

(38)

(37)

(36) , a job that allows you to sit down makes you

your mind.

growing number of office workers, including those at Google and Facebook, are

requesting a new type of office furniture called the “standing desk,” a desk that is nothing
(39)

at school. No one likes to

higher than the ordinary one. The standing desk requires you to stand in order to

admit they’re not as strong or as popular as they’d like to be, but wimpy kids everywhere

read and use

have found a new hero in sixth grader Greg Heffley. Greg is the creation of Jeff Kinley, a

computer or sip your coffee. You might ask: “What is the benefit of it?”

cartoonist, and his illustrated Diary of a Wimpy Kid has been a huge
New York Times bestseller list for almost 40 weeks in 2009.

(41)

journal because that’s

(30)

(29)

you have on the desk. You have to stand while you work on your

The reason is that if you sit down all day long, you miss the chance to work out your body.

(28) , staying on the

The book itself is supposed to be Greg’s diary, but he insists

(40)

calling it a

, it causes deterioration of the immune system. With this type of standing desk, you

exercise more, and this helps you reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases usually

cooler. In a combination of words and cartoons, it tells the

in office workers. Sitting or standing, because of this, makes such a huge difference.
35.(A) to be

(B) that it is

(C) to have been

36.(A) In addition

(B)What’s worse

(C) On the contrary (D) At the same time

and spends a lot of time doing silly things with friends or hiding his mistakes from his parents.

37.(A) make up

(B) enhance

(C) inform

(D) change

Even so, his anxieties are

38.(A) That

(B) A

(C) The

(D) No

39.(A) from

(B) but

(C) less than

(D) else

40.(A) that

(B) how

(C) what

(D) which

everywhere love it. In short, move over, Harry Potter—there’s a new kid on the block!

41.(A) In advance

(B) In the long run (C) In particular

(D) In comparison

27.(A) easy

42.(A) to find

(B) finding

(D) having found

(31)

of Greg’s life and his sometimes difficult dealings

at school. Greg himself is

(33)

(34)

(32)

his family and the kids

a traditional hero. He loves video games, hates exercise,

to anyone who has ever been picked on in school. He

worries about bullies, girls, and of course, his popularity.
Now the series, with five books and two movies, takes the whole world by storm. People

(B) lighthearted

(C) negative

(D) tough
2

(C) found

(D) being

(42)
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IV. Blank-filling 10%

The way we feel affects the kind of work we do. Larks do better work in the morning.

說明：第 43 題至第 52 題，每題一個空格，請依文意在文章後所提供的 (A) 到 (J)

They are more wide awake then. Owls do better work in the afternoon or at night. That can

選項中分別選出最適當者。

make a difference in a job or at school. Larks would probably do better on school tests first
thing in the morning. Owls would do better later in the day.

Inequality between men and women results in poorer health for children and greater

Decide how you feel at different hours of the day. Try to save your hardest work for

poverty for the family, according to a new study. The UN agency Unicef found that in places
where women are

43

from family decisions, children are more

malnutrition. There would be 13 million fewer
an equal

46

45

your best hours.

to suffer from

53. People who are called larks _____.

children in South Asia if women had

in the family, Unicef said.

Unicef surveyed family

47

49

48

poverty and improving health,

of children, in developing countries. The conclusions are

50

in the

household,

52

51

B. sleep all morning

C. like to play music

D. usually stay up late

A. sleep until noon

B. jump out of bed early

C. sit in a tree

D. can sing really well

55. A person called an owl would want to _____.

agency's latest report. This report points to a greater lack of opportunities for girls and women
in education and work which

A. are wide awake early

54. You could be called a lark if you _____.

in 30 countries around the world. Their chief finding

is that equality between men and women is vital to
especially

44

disempowerment and poverty. Where men control the

money is spent on health care and food for the family, which results in

A. take a test late in the day

B. take a test in the morning

C. learn how to fly

D. have breakfast early in the morning

56. What is the main idea of this story?

poorer health for the children.
A. reducing

B. say

C. malnourished

F. contained

G. that

H. decision-making

D. contributes to
I. less

E. excluded
J. likely

A. Owls and larks are birds.

B. People are as different as larks and owls.

C. Owls are good pet.

D. It’s obviously better to be a lark.

(57—60 題為題組)

V. Reading Comprehension 16%

When you think of Scotland, many things may come to mind, like kilts, bagpipes, and
Scotch whisky. It’s unlikely that you thought of haggis, but the food is just as much a part of
Scotland’s traditional culture.
Haggis is Scotland’s national dish, and it’s a source of pride for its people, though it
doesn’t really appeal to many foreigners. It’s made from a sheep’s heart, liver, and lungs.
These ingredients are all chopped and mixed with oatmeal, spices, and fat. The mixture is
then stuffed inside the sheep’s stomach and boiled for about three hours.
The Scots use their unusual dish to have a bit of fun with some of their less
knowledgeable tourists. Claiming that the haggis is a small animal, some travel agencies and
websites promote “haggis hunting tours.” Their efforts have evidently been successful: a

(53—56 題為題組)
Do you start the day very slowly, and really wake up in the afternoon? Then you may
be an owl. Are you full of pep in the morning and tired out later on? Then you may be a lark.
Owls and larks are different kinds of birds. Scientists use these names for different
kinds of people, too. Owls are people who take more time to wake up. They seem to have
more pep as the day goes on. Larks are people who are wide awake and busy right away. They
may slow down in the afternoon.
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VI. Vocabulary 10%

recent survey of US tourists in Scotland revealed that 33% thought that haggis was an animal.
And 23% thought they could catch one.
Scotland has a lot more to offer than just haggis and whisky, though. Its capital city,
Edinburgh, is one of the world’s most important cultural centers. Views of the city are
dominated by its famous 400-year-old castle, and parts of the city have even been recognized
by the UN as places of cultural significance. Out into the country, Scotland is blessed with
remote islands and extremely beautiful mountains. The country is the birthplace of golf, with
the game originating around the twelfth century. As such, it boasts some of the world’s best
golf courses.
So visit Scotland. Take in Edinburgh Castle, go for a hike, play a round of golf, and if
all that leaves you feeling hungry, why not order a plate of haggis? Just don’t ask the chef
whether he shot it himself.
57. What is the purpose of this article?
A. To persuade people to go on a hunting tour.
B. To convince us that haggis is no longer alive.
C. To prove that Edinburgh is the birthplace of golf.
D. To introduce the cuisine and geography of a country.
58. What is haggis?
A. The mixture of sheep’s internal organs.
B. Chopped sheep stomach which is boiled.
C. A vegetarian dish which the Scots feel proud of.
D. An animal which is usually hunt by US tourists.
59. According to this passage, the Edinburgh castle _____.
A. is the most noticable building in the city
B. is located on one of the remote islands
C. is where you can enjoy the best haggis
D. was built in the twelfth century
60. What can we infer from this passage?
A. The world’s best golf players come from Scotland.
B. Except for haggis and whisky, Scotland has nothing to attract tourists.
C. The Edinburgh castle is one of the cultural heritages of Scotland.
D. Scotland, geographically, is located in mountainous areas, far away from the sea.

61. Rhyming is the magic that makes poems and songs so p
62. People in Canada and the U.S. have lived in h

t to the ear.

y with each other for hundreds of

years.
63. Left-handed people may look aw

d when they use scissors because they are designed

for right-handed people.
64. Taiwan is geographically divided by the T
islandwide in summer.
65. P

c of Cancer, and it is hot and humid

n is better than cure.

66. With the coming of the Chinese New Year, Carrefour is doing all sorts of p

n of

their products; some items have a discount up to 30 %.
67. Do you know that your n

e attitude is pushing people away? People don’t like being

around you because of your bad temper.
68. In the movie Seediq Bale some of the leading c_____rs are aborigines.
69. Everyone did his or her best in the speech contest, but Michael was undoubtedly the most
out
g.
70. It seems that our government can do nothing about the high rate of un
college graduates can’t find a job.
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t. Many

